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“When I saw myself, my story, 
reflected back to me is when 
I knew I belong in this world.”
- Participant to the Forces of Art workshop on locations and connections 

“Having such incredible people 
as partners gives us a very 
important sense of belonging 
and it makes us stronger in what 
we do.” 
- Escola Livre de Dança da Maré.
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Preface 
Excerpted from Something Will be Changed,  
the closing publication of the Next Generation Programme

When I joined the Prince Claus Fund as the head of the Next 
Generation programme in 2018, I started from the idea that we could 
accomplish the goals of the programme — of creating safe spaces for 
young artists and audiences to experiment, create and learn in — by 
working directly with young people and putting the control into their 
hands. The quotation that inspired the title Something Will be Changed 
of the closing publication of the Next Generation Programme reflects 
this feeling, made by a youth-led publishing group who received a grant 
to democratise literature for their local Medellín community of writers 
and readers.

Using long term partnerships, open calls for proposals, public 
programme activities, academic research and awards; the proven 
concepts of the Prince Claus Fund, we opened up possibilities for 
younger artists and practitioners engaged in making safe spaces and 
envisioning new ways of being, particularly around gender and sexuality. 
We selected thirteen organisations to become the NextGen partners, 
supporting them to carry out innovative long-term projects and brought 
them together to form a network. Through three annual Open Calls for 
Proposals, we supported young individuals, collectives and organisations 
in Africa and the Middle East, Latin America and the Caribbean, Asia 
and Eastern Europe, in maximum one-year projects that produced a 
dizzying range of books, films, exhibits and performances. In parallel, the 
academic research invited researchers from various disciplines all over 
the world to propose approaches for critically investigating the role of 
arts and culture in societies. The book ‘Forces of Art’, available through 
the publishers, Valiz, is the elaboration of all the approaches.  

 

Mechtild van den Hombergh
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The Public Programme team created events that showcased the work 
of our partners to audiences and brought them together with their 
peers in the Netherlands and around the world to learn from one 
another. And three Next Generation Awards, presented together 
with the Prince Claus Fund’s annual ceremony at the Royal Palace, 
spotlighted three individuals whose exemplary work was jury selected 
for its quality and contribution to imagining better futures. 

Throughout each of these components, we set out to take risks, 
and we learned that young artists, teams and collectives around the 
world have the potential to thrive with the trust we place in them. 
In particular I have been impressed by the savviness of our NextGen 
partners — their extraordinary capacity to learn, to adapt, to produce 
and respond to changing and challenging circumstances. 

This programme came at a significant moment in the development 
of the Prince Claus Fund. In the last years the organisation had been 
working to significantly shift its strategy. The new strategy, in place 
since January 2021, moves away from the older structures that had 
been in place, but retains the central values of the Next Generation 
programme; trust in young and early-career practitioners to determine 
what they need, and the value of peer-to-peer learning and mentoring. 
In particular, the new Exchanges Programme that replaces the Public 
Programme will continue the Next Generation spirit through its focus 
on connections and joint learning.  

The impact of Covid-19, which hit halfway through the programme, 
was transformative. The NextGen partners programme was 
particularly hard hit; a period in which they were supposed to come 
together twice a year to build connections and share experiences, 
became one in which they were restricted to Zoom. All the while the 
artists, audiences and partners involved in the programme lived under 
lockdowns that had the effect of shrinking the world. Of course, it has 
been a disappointment that some of the wonderful activities planned by 

us and by our partners have not been able to become reality. What has 
stayed with me, however, is how moved I have been by the resilience of 
artists during the pandemic. Some of them have rewritten programmes 
and performances for a digital sphere, while others have redirected 
resources to help their communities through information sharing and 
direct aid. All of them have accomplished something vital in managing 
to stay connected, locally and internationally, sharing their work online 
with audiences around the world as a way to combat the isolation of 
the last year. 

One of the interesting things about working with arts and culture 
is that it’s impossible to know the full impact of how the work has 
affected people. But seeing this strength and determination, particularly 
in younger and emerging artists, makes the power of art to shape lives 
very clear. Today, when culture is often perceived as a luxury by those 
in power, we see the work achieved through this programme as a 
demonstration of the ways in which it is made and needed by people at 
all stages of life. Through the ways in which the work produced by our 
partners has touched people, the programme will continue to have an 
impact around the world.  

- Mechtild van den Hombergh, Head Next Generation programme
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Audition at the NextGen Partner the Escola Livre de Dança da Maré in Brazil 
Photo by Jéssica Pires
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Introduction

The Next Generation was a special Prince Claus Fund programme created 
specifically to support cultural expression for and with young people. 
As originally designed, the programme had two main goals it hoped to 
contribute to. These were;

1. Societies inclusive of all, irrespective of age and gender (Opportunities  
for all);

2. Diverse and socially sustainable societies that are inclusive of all as a 
socially grounded strategy to counter violent extremism (Peaceful youth: 
open and committed to diverse, socially sustainable societies).

The structure of the Next Generation programme built on the existing 
strengths of the Prince Claus Fund; it incorporated long-term partnerships 
with exemplary cultural organisations, open calls for shorter term 
projects by up-and-coming cultural practitioners, a series of activities 
organised by the Public Programme team (which became the Exchanges 
team) to connect the partners of the fund to peers and audiences in the 
Netherlands, and an annual Next Generation Award, awarded to a young 
artist with the potential to become a role model for the new generation 
of artists, creatives and thinkers. To contribute to a body of knowledge on 
the impact of arts and culture on societies globally, the programme also 
contained a research component. 

Originally planned to run from 2018 to 2020, the closing of the programme 
was extended until mid-2022 due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic 
on the fund and its partners across the world. The NextGen partners 
programme element received an earlier extension to the end of 2021. 

At the time of writing this report 2 longterm collaborations (NextGen 
partners) and a few 1-year projects from the different calls still need to 
come to a final close. This has no consequences for the financial end 
report. But because not all payments within the programme could be made 
before June 30 2022, a final financial report will be available after the closing 
of the year 2022 (Q1, 2023) including an accountants check.

Solo, dance by Hiba Nabulsi for Aman Space in Jordan
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Key figures

The programme was implemented with the help of a big part of the Prince 
Claus Fund staff. Key figures in the implementation within the team, 
however, were;

Mechtild van den Hombergh was the head of the Next Generation 
programme from its beginnings in late 2017 to its close in mid-2022. This 
role was a part time one throughout the programme, amounting to around 
2 days a week. Given the themes of the programme, we chose for a highly 
experienced programme manager on this part time basis, supported by 
younger staff with room to develop. 

Tessa Giller and Laura Alexander joined the Prince Claus Fund in 2017 
as researchers, with a special focus on the Next Generation programme. 
Their roles expanded naturally, with Tessa taking the lead in administering 
the NextGen partners, together with Mechtild, and Laura administering the 
annual Next Generation Open Calls and the projects supported through 
them. During this period, they both also contributed heavily to other 
activities of the Fund. 

Dilara Jaring-Kanik was the coordinator of the Fund’s Public programme 
from 2012 to 2019, when the programme transformed into the new 
Exchanges Programme. Together with Evely Reijnders she coordinated the 
Public programme and Exchanges components of the Next Generation 
programme.

Fariba Derakhshani was the coordinator of the Fund’s Awards programme 
throughout the duration of the Next Generation programme, and in 
this capacity coordinated the selection and awarding of the three Next 
Generation laureates.

Ilaria Manzini joined the Prince Claus Fund team as research coordinator 
of the Forces of Art initiative and contributed to the research on network 
development by Avance.

Team members of the Prince Claus Fund who worked on the NextGen 
Programme and representatives of all NextGen Partners at the meeting in 
2019 Nairobi, Kenya. Photos by Roberto Guillén.
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External contributions and collaborations were also key in the delivering of 
the programme’s objectives:

Myriam Vandenbroucke was a core member of the Forces of Art working 
group in her former capacity as Evaluation and Learning Specialist at Hivos. 
As an independent consultant, she also conducted an evaluation of the 
Forces of Art and coordinated the follow-up funders learning journey. 

The Amani Institute is a global non-profit organisation specialised develop 
individuals and organizations who lead social impact. Amani became 
our partner in stimulating the development of the 13 NextGen partner 
organisations. 

Avance Impact undertook various activities with the NextGen Partners 
with the goal of measuring the developments of the capacity and 
performance of the NextGen Partners and potential Network that might 
result from the programme.
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Contents of this Report

This final report will present the activities and outputs that were achieved 
through the Next Generation programme, as well as evaluating the main 
outcomes of the programme. Each chapter presents an overview of one of 
the core programme elements (Partners, Open Calls, Public Programme/
Exchanges, Awards and Research), with key takeaways presented as bullet 
points at the close of each chapter. To keep the length of this report 
somewhat manageable, we will not present a complete overview of the 
results per partner/project. We are however happy to share further details 
of any project results on request.

This report builds on the consistent Monitoring and Evaluation that 
took place throughout the programme. Biannual progress reports were 
submitted by the NextGen partners throughout the partnership, while 
project partners supported through the three Open Calls submitted 
progress reports mid-way through the project, as well as final reports 
upon completion. This input has been supplemented with recorded group 
reflection sessions with key team members, as well as a survey shared with 
all project partners. 

We invited two representatives of NextGen partners to write reflections 
on two main themes of the programme. These personal reflections are 
included as part of this report. Lina Attalah, head editor of independent 
newspaper and NextGen partner Mada Masr, has contributed her thoughts 
on the complex role played by safe spaces in contexts where culture and 
free expression are under pressure, while Avni Sethi, director of NextGen 
partner Conflictorium, shares her contemplation of how culture creates 
alternative infrastructures that can survive under the threat of violence. 
Their contributions represent a less mediated view of the programme’s 
content, through the eyes of the exceptional partners who have helped 
realise the dreams of the Next Generation programme. 

Group photo at the NextGen Partner meeting in Nairobi, Kenya in 2019
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NextGen Partners

This chapter will provide an overview of the key takeaways and learning 
from the NextGen Partnerships. Through this element of the Next 
Generation programme 13 innovative organisations were supported over 
the course of three years. Each organisation has a different focus and 
methodology, but they are all connected by their emphasis on working 
with and for youth to foster more open societies. Due to the time needed 
in 2018 to find and select the partner organisations, in January 2019 this 
programme element received an extension until the end of 2021. 

Rationale Original Targets Actual Results

NextGen partners received longer term 
support to roll out the Next Generation 
programme in their own city, country and/
or region reaching youth across the Global 
South.

The partners were brought together and 
participated in tailor made programmes to 
exchange, learn and grow together.

In 2020 10 cultural organisations will have been supported, which will 
have provided alternative narratives regarding extremism and gender 
identity in the form of safe spaces. 

These organisations form a network for exchange on these topics. 
New insights will be given and received by the participating people 
and organisations. Interesting lessons on these topics will be shared 
more broadly which will contribute to more growth of people and 
organisations. 

People representing various disciplines, regions, communities, genders 
and age group (youth) will have been involved in the programme, 
as part of the public, benefitting from the safe spaces (experiencing 
safety), personnel, partners or otherwise.

A diverse group of 13 partners representing various disciplines, 
regions, communities, genders and age groups were supported 
over the course of three years which enabled the creation of safe 
spaces, both physical and digital, for young people to experiment, 
learn, create and experience artistic work. The inclusion of 
marginalised young voices, particularly those marginalised because 
of gender or sexuality, was a focus point. 

The network enabled joint learning and offered solidarity among 
the partners who shared challenges as well as inspiration. 

The partners have grown in multiple ways, although Covid was 
a negative factor throughout.
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The dots on the map indicate where the partners are located
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With the support the partners carried out activities with a focus on 
young audiences and creators. The support also included funding for 
core activities and organisational costs with the goal of investing in the 
stability of these organisations and helping improve their sustainability. 
The 13 NextGen partners were also to be brought together twice a year 
to exchange ideas and jointly learn, with the additional hope that a strong 
network of meaningful connections would emerge. When the beginning of 
the Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020 made in-person meetings impossible, 
we initiated a series of online sessions.

This chapter draws on the final reports submitted by each of the NextGen 
partners at the close of the partnership programme (between the last 
quarter of 2021 and the first quarter of 2022), and on the progress reports 
submitted over the course of the programme. It is also informed by an 
extensive interview with Mechtild van den Hombergh and Tessa Giller.

We have divided this chapter into three rough subsections. The first covers 
the network building element of the programme, the second covers the 
organisational development of the organisation, and the third and longest 
section presents an overview of key trends and highlights from the projects 
implemented by the NextGen partners over the course of the programme. 

The Empathy Alley at NextGen Partner Conflictorium, India
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Network Building 

One of the goals of the NextGen Partnership was for partners to form 
a network for exchange with the main aim for the partners to benefit, 
learn and grow through exchanging on challenges and experiences. We 
intentionally did not formulate a detailed picture of what such a network 
would look like in advance, in order to allow the network building to be led 
by partners without the pressure of pre-set expectations. 

From the first meeting in Amsterdam in December 2018 to the close of 
the programme, it has been clear that the informal, affective relationships 
between the partners and the individuals representing them was one of the 
main strengths of the partnership, and of the Next Generation programme 
as a whole. In their reports and in conversations with Prince Claus Fund 
staff, the partners have emphasized the value that these new, transnational 
connections had for them, citing the importance for them of solidarity, care 
and support. This bond, as some of them observed, resists quantification, 
but was nevertheless felt as a significant benefit of participation in the Next 
Generation partnership. This was especially the case during the isolation of 
the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Partners also noted how coming together with other organisations outside 
of their direct context (both geographically and disciplinarily) created space 
for reflection and for seeing their own work from new perspectives. This 
made the meetings of the network an important learning environment.

“In today’s fast-paced and dynamic work environment, we often either 
forget or are unable to take a step back and converse with fellow 
colleagues about our work in a broader context, going deeper into issues 
that go beyond our day-to-day work. Our participation in the network 
has provided us with a structured medium which served this particular 
purpose.” 
- Kosovo 2.0

The Lokomotiva project by Nextgen Partner Kosovo 2.0, an independent media organization in 
Kosovo, engages youth in critical discussion 
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The Next Generation team of the Prince Claus Fund observed that 
the importance of this affective bond was particularly significant for a 
core group of around half of the partners. Many, but not all of these 
were partners without (much) prior experience working in international 
networks. However, a strong sense of solidarity was observed across all 
of the partners, particularly during times of severe stress to one or more 
of the partners (such as a period of heightened police violence in Brazil 
in 2020, the 2019 earthquake in Albania which affected our partner in 
Kosovo, and the arrest in late 2019 of Mada Masr chief editor Lina Attalah). 
These stresses occasioned an outpouring of love and support. 

“We feel very much we are part of a global network through whom we 
see ourselves through a different lens, which ingredients are openness, 
empathy, humility, perspective and aversion to exceptionalism. We feel 
this network witnesses our work as we do and that’s essential.” 
- Mada Masr

We are particularly proud of the development of these relationships during 
a period when it was not possible for partners to meet in person as they 
had hoped. It was possible to transition to online sessions without losing 
the warmth and intimacy that characterised the group largely because a 
strong foundation had been laid in the three in person meeting that were 
able to take place in December 2018, May 2019 and December 2019. We 
believe that the deliberately informal and caring atmosphere during those 
meetings, as well as the selection of the partners, allowed this foundation 
to be built.

“Having such incredible people as partners gives us a very important 
sense of belonging and it makes us stronger in what we do.” 
- Escola Livre de Dança da Maré

More formalised relationships and collaborations were less prominent 
within the network. While the heterogynous makeup of the network 
was an asset in allowing partners to form strong affective relationships 
or see themselves from new perspectives, it might have led to fewer 
collaborations on programme level between partners than if the partners 
had represented a single region or discipline. However, some collaborations 
did develop out of the partnership, based on close connections that 
were made between the individuals who represented organisations at the 
partners meetings. 

The NextGen Partners came together for a final meeting, rounding off this 
element of the programme, in June 2022. 
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Organisational Development

The organisational development of the 13 partner organisations was a 
significant objective of the programme. We hoped that, through the three 
years of institutional support as well as coaching and support provided by 
the Amani institute, the organisations would become stronger. We also 
hoped to contribute to their financial sustainability. Most partners received 
additional funding for tailored approaches they developed to increase 
gender equality and sensitivity and to improve their monitoring and 
evaluation.

Two unusual cases are worth flagging, that of My Kali and that of Art 
Group 705. These organisations both split over the course of the three-
year partnership into two new organisations, reflecting diverging opinions 
and interests within these teams.  

The My Kali team split occurred relatively early in the programme, and the 
newly formed organisation Aman Space emerged, which was incorporated 
into the partnership as an unofficial 14th member. Aman Space flourished 
within the partnership and has developed a solid sustainability plan for the 
continuation of its activities. 

The separation of Art Group 705 into Cultural Centre Kuduk and Theatre 
705 occurred later, and the two organisations continued to participate in 
the partnership collectively. 

Most of the partners report having become more sustainable over the 
three years of the programme. They approach the question of what 
sustainability means in diverse ways, citing aspects including team cohesion, 
investment in staff wellbeing, the formation of an advisory board and 
the consolidation of a solid network. In the context of this evaluation 
however, which we hope will lead to learning and improvement, we are 
somewhat critical of our contributions to organisational sustainability. 
The collaboration with the Amani Institute, which provided organisational 

coaching throughout the partnership, was one of the weaker aspects 
of the programme, contributing less to the development of the partner 
organisations than we had hoped it would. A key reason for this, we 
believe, was us having initially underestimated the specific nature of each 
of our partners’ needs, which could not be met with a ‘one-size-fits-
all’ training. The Amani Institute, with its focus on business/innovation 
development, also found it difficult to create a strong bond of trust 
with the artistically focussed NextGen partners. More human resources 
capacity within the Next Generation team would have helped in mapping 
the individual needs of each partner and tailoring support in accordance 
more one-on-one. We also heard from several partners that they would 
have appreciated more structured space for peer-to-peer learning, such as 
partners taking it in turn to lead sessions on a chosen topic. 

The sustainability of the partner organisations at the end of the project 
is unclear and varies from partner to partner. Much of the development 
towards sustainability that could occur during the partnership was 
counteracted by the devasting impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the 
local context and funding landscape. Sustainability is much easier to achieve 
in a supportive context, and the need for reliable funding is still by far the 
biggest obstacle for organisations attempting to establish themselves.
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 Organisational Development

NextGen Partner The Nest created professional opportunities and safe spaces for women in the night 
life and music industry in Kenya
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Partner Projects

Surveying the results of the projects implemented by the Next Gen 
partners, we see a range of different interpretations of the core themes of 
the programme. A running theme, which was part of the selection criteria 
at the start of the programme, is the creation of safe spaces, both physical 
and digital, for young people to experiment, learn, create and experience 
artistic work. The inclusion of marginalised young voices, particularly those 
marginalised because of gender or sexuality, was also a significant focus point. La jaquer escool la 

rebelion textil project 
by Platohedro

La jaquer escool la rebelion textil project by Platohedro
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Among its other activities, Managua Furiosa published 
over 85 pieces of content on its web platform 
promoting critical thinking on human rights, art 
and gender for young people in Nicaragua, as well 
as Nicaraguans in exile. They collaborated with 28 
young Nicaraguan artists during the duration of the 
partnership. It is estimated that more than 2,500 
Nicaraguan young people participated in one or more 
of its activities, while the platform itself has been 
viewed over 70.000 times. The fictional web series 
Niña Furia, documenting the lives of exiled Nicaraguan 
students, is now being distributed by the HBO 
streaming service which means another huge boost to 
the reach of their work. 

“We are achieving our dreams. We are 
creating spaces for young artists and telling 
our stories in films to spread around the 
world what is happening in Nicaragua.”
- Roberto Guillen, Managua Furiosa, Nicaragua

An advert for the web series Niña Furia on exiled youth from Nicaragua 

Overview per partner 
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Kosovo 2.0’s Lokomotiva project, which encourages 
youth to use transmedia to constructively challenge 
established narratives in the community, had three 
cycles over the course of the programme. The cycles 
included public panel discussions with activists and 
academics on subjects like the history of sexual 
violence in wartime, the LGBTQ+ experience in 
Kosovo, and the isolation caused by the difficulties of 
international travel with a Kosovar passport. There 
were also nine workshops in each cycle for the young 
participants on subjects including research methods, 
photographic activism and community theatre. Over 
200 young women and men took part in the workshops 
and discussions, and 41 received Lokomotiva seed 
funding to develop their own projects. These young 
people then implemented projects, primarily based 
around gender and ethnic equality. The Hub 2.0 space 
was set up to be a safe, accessible space for these 
young people. 

Participants in the Lokomotiva project in Kosovo
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The independent newspaper Mada Masr implemented 
a project divided into three strands. One strand has 
focused on coverage of the music being produced in 
Egypt since the Arab Spring. This strand will culminate 
within a book, currently in its final editing stages, 
which brings together different contributions on 
contemporary Arab music and how it resists “the slow 
cancellation of the future”. A second strand has brought 
together students to discuss issues affecting them, 
particularly around education and employment. The 
third has addressed gender and its intersections with 
a wide range of topics, bringing together a group of 
scholars, artists and activists. All three of these strands 
have led to the production of content which has 
been regularly published on the Mada Masr platform 
throughout the programme. 

The Mada Masr Team in Cairo, Egypt

https://www.madamasr.com/en
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One of the main projects of My Kali magazine  
split from the magazine early in the partnership  
to become the independent Aman Space.  
Since this split the two organisations have operated 
in tandem, and their activities have complemented 
one another. My Kali magazine has doubled its 
readership from 8k to 16k followers, and published 
over 200 articles by young writers and artists relating 
to queerness in the Arab world and diaspora. In 
response to the pandemic, they also developed a series 
of innovative online events and parties. Aman Space 
has established itself as a rare safe space for LGBTQ+ 
artists and audiences within Amman, having conducted 
workshops, residencies and exhibitions, reaching an 
estimated direct audience of 1100 individuals. 

“Aman space became a dream come true, 
a space to be ourselves collectively, to listen 
and connect to each other, to share our 
stories and hold space for each other.  
It became an actual space that we lack  
and are denied of in our society. “
- Aman space, Jordan

Work by Serene Gharaibeh which was exhibited in Aman Space, Jordan
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Art Group 705 and the two independent organisations 
that emerged from it have consistently produced 
a range of high-quality productions. Nearly 50 
performances of 11 new plays were produced during 
the programme, as were six exhibitions. Four editions 
of the Olgon-Khorkon short film festival took place, 
and a new initiative made it possible to include 
more participants from the more remote regions of 
Kyrgyzstan. Although their work, which was highly 
based around in person gatherings, was hit hard by the 
impact of the pandemic, the team managed to develop 
new techniques for online theatre performances.

The Olgon-Horhon Film and Video Art Festival by Art Group 705 in Kyrgyzstan
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The Escola Livre de Dança da Maré, or ELDM, used 
the resources of the Next Generation partnership 
to significantly expand the education it offers to its 
core of dance students from the Maré favela in Rio 
de Janeiro. Over 60 students were involved in this 
group over the course of the project, and received 
classes in contemporary dance, classical ballet, Music, 
and Afro-Brazilian Dance, as well as English language 
lessons. These young students have become steadily 
more engaged in the schools’ activities, with one 
student in particular now employed at the school as a 
coordinator. During the most difficult periods of the 
pandemic, students received lessons online, while many 
of them volunteered as part of the food distribution 
efforts run out of the school building. 

A Workshop at the Escola Livre de Dança da Maré in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Photo by Douglas Lopes
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Conflictorium, a museum focussing on issues of 
conflict and identity in India, hosted 16 exhibitions, 
around 60 events and 3 residencies over the years 
of the programme. Monthly workshops and other 
gatherings have been held as part of the Reading Room 
programme, in which participants engaged with text 
and critical theory. A branch of Conflictorium was 
also developed in Raipur, and an additional Museum of 
Work opened near the original Conflictorium space 
in Ahmedabad. Conflictorium has also established 
an archival space known as the Memory Lab, which 
is available online. The organisation is dedicated to 
creating a better future for the many communities they 
engage with; a future they nurture in everything they 
do in the present.

Young girls visit an exhibition at Conflictorium in Ahmedabad, India

http://archives.conflictorium.org/
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Platohedro’s alternative education has reached a 
significant cohort of young people in Medellin through 
different programmes. Over 100 sessions took place 
under the Jaquer EsCool strand, which offered talks 
and workshops on subjects from environmentalism to 
techno-feminism to youth aged 13-30 – at least 500 
young people took part in these events. The Ideatorio 
laboratory nurtured ten self-managed study groups of 
youth aged 13-18, who initiated their own projects with 
encouragement from the Platohedro team. Through 
the CreAcción programme, young artistic collectives 
received training in project planning and structuring 
their work, building the capacity of the next generation 
of organisations. Platohedro also issued 15 publications 
over the three years of the programme.

“Regarding what has moved and inspired us 
the most in this last period, we would like to 
emphasize that since the beginning of the crisis 
due to the pandemic, we have been dedicated 
to strengthening the collective care strategy, 
which has allowed us to adapt to the needs 
of this new situation. In this way, we have 
given ourselves time to slow down, reflect, ask 
ourselves new questions and reformulate our 
activities based on internal listening together 
with the community we are part of.”
- Platohedro, Colombia

Youth at a Platohedro event in Medellin, Colombia
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Magamba Network established the Creative South 
network, which linked 6 creative hubs around Southern 
Africa (in Botswana, Mozambique, Kenya, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe) in a loose network which collaborated to 
produce a virtual residency, several websites, music, 
comedy specials and an ebook.  Due to its reliance 
on regional travel, the programme was hit hard by 
the effect of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, but was 
able to create an inspiring online collaboration, and 
to meet up in person in 2019 and 2021. At the same 
time, Magamba produced three cycles of the Woman’s 
Cypher, nurturing and giving a platform to female 
rappers from different cities around Zimbabwe. 

Shoko Festival by Magamba in Zimbabwe
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New Local Space has built up their residencies 
programme, providing studio space, mentorship and 
publicity to 8 outstanding artists. 6 exhibitions were 
held, of work drawn from the visual art residencies 
as well as Curatorial and Art Writing Fellowship 
programmes. Conversations with these artists as well 
as other key figures were broadcast semi-regularly 
through a podcast series, and the publication of 
pamphlets and booklets by key artistic figures.  Artists 
who worked with NLS received support, mentorship 
and space to grow, and many have made significant 
steps in their career. The NLS space has in this sense 
acted as a vital incubator for artists in the Caribbean. 

The opening of an exhibition at New Local Space in in Kingston, Jamaica

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/nls-in-podcast/id1220274447
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Africulturban set up the Urban Platform, a network 
of Hip Hop and urban cultures organisations in 5 
countries: Africulturban (Senegal) Zaza Productions 
(Mauritania) Team Gom Sa Bopp (Gambia) Agadir Live 
(Morocco) Diegueyela Music (Mali) and Guédiawaye 
Hip Hop (Senegal). They worked towards structuring 
and professionalization of the Hip Hop sector and 
urban cultures in North and West Africa to increase 
professional opportunities for young people and 
women in the field. They achieved this through Hip 
Hop and urban culture festivals throughout the 5 
countries and by capacity building and training focused 
on young people and women in particular. While the 
activities of the platform were badly affected by the 
pandemic, they did manage to reach around 42.280 
people in audiences consisting mostly of young people 
and they created more professional space for women in 
the urban culture field. 

Amadou Fall Ba of Africulturban in Senegal
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The Nest Collective’s interventions through the 
programme focussed most importantly on nightlife. 
Responding to the lack of safety in Nairobi’s 
nightlife scene for women and queer people, the 
collective initiated regular all-female dance parties, 
creating professional space for female DJs and live 
performers, as well as creating a safe space for 
female and otherwise marginalised audiences within 
Nairobi. Due to the success of Strictly Silk, it will 
continue following the end of the programme, and is 
in the process of becoming an independent company. 

“The Strictly Silk event, which has been 
a runaway success, has taught us and 
many others so many lessons about safety, 
bravery, solidarity, community building, and 
freedom-making for women, queer people 
and wider marginalised populations.” 
- The Nest, Kenya

The Nest Collective organised Strictly Silk in Nairobi, Kenya
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Cemeti Institute for Art and Society initiated 
the Rhizomatic Archipelago project which aimed 
to enable art production and bring together the 
next generation of post-1998 reform artists across 
Indonesia. Locally many artists and academics 
got together and produced critical work but the 
pandemic made travel within the country difficult. 
An online forum was developed hosting a series of 
online classes and workshops on different issues, 
particularly collective practices, political issues 
and gender. 29 essays on critical issues are being 
published. A virtual conversation series hosted 
artists from 13 regions of the country, creating an 
interdisciplinary commentary on the issues shaping 
the perspective of young, post-reformation artists 
and their context. The project delivered the birth 
of the young people’s collective movement in 
Indonesia dedicated to “Sowing the Seeds of Art 
for Peace and Cultural Reconciliation in Indonesia”. 
By activating knowledge, networks and resources 
through activities that involve the participation of 
local communities they hope to continue investing in 
a critical young generation with agency to stimulate 
change. 

Also the management of Cemeti institute for Art and Society was taken over by young Indonesian artists 
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Covers of NextGen Partner My.Kali, a conceptual webzine for/from the Middle East and North Africa 
My.Kali strives to address social problems, and empower the youth to defy mainstream gender binaries in the Arab world
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Extra Projects: Gender and M&E 

After the second group meeting in Nairobi in 2019, partners were offered 
the opportunity to apply for additional funding for extra projects that 
would build their capacity with regards to handling gender in their work 
and in conducting monitoring and evaluation of their projects. These 
additional grants were made flexibly, with partners interpreting the brief in 
different creative ways. 

There were some highlights, such as Art Group 705’s immersive long read  
profiling members of Kyrgyzstan’s LGBT community, and the toolkit 
designed by Conflictorium for art institutions in India to use when thinking 
through systems building around gender. And the M&E project allowed 
the team of Managua Furiosa to get together from the various parts of 
the region that they were in and do extensive reflecting on their future 
strategies while physically together. On the whole however, we determined 
that the additional funding for these extra projects put pressure on teams 
who were already at or near capacity working on their core projects. 
Because of this, in many cases the extra projects did not add as much 
value as we had originally anticipated. Of the extra M&E projects that did 
add significant value, a number could also be described as teambuilding 
exercises. 

"We found it of extreme value and necessity to hold 
gender sensitivity workshops and listening circles for the 
Conflictorium team with facilitators from diverse positions 
on identity politics, solidarity and justice. We engaged with 
activists, researchers, legal practitioners and other experts 
who came from and with nuanced practises and ideas at 
the intersections of restorative justice, body and desire, and 
the Indian legal system and workplace harassment. We have 
designed a toolkit - a card based game - that can function 
as a resource, within Conflictorium and to other interested 
art and cultural institutes in India, for thinking through 
organisational values and systems building around Gender 
and Sexuality. The toolkit is in the metaphor of a mela (an 
amusement park) that playfully engages the participants in 
trigger cards and sharing circle format".
- Conflictorium, India

https://nepodetimsolncem.com/en/
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Key Takeaways: Next Gen Partners

• A strong sense of solidarity developed between the partners, which 
provided both emotional and professional support during challenging times.

• The transition to online meetings made the development of these bonds 
more difficult, but partners still reported feeling supported.

• Formalised collaboration between partners was inhibited by the 
heterogeneity of the network though this did allow for joint reflection  
on a higher (organisational) level. 

• Most partners reported increased stability and sustainability following  
the programme, with context specific interpretations of what that means 
for them.

• The reliance on Amani to stimulate the partners’ institutional 
development could have been supplemented by more one-on-one support 
and space for peer-to-peer learning. We learned that the form of the 
support available to organisations must be matched to their interests and 
needs.  

• With some exceptions, the internal development of organisations in the 
partnership was very strong.

• The projects implemented by partners represented high quality, context 
specific interpretations of the themes of the programme that reached  
a large, mostly youthful audience.

• In general, partners were eventually able to adapt their work to covid-19 
conditions, although the immediacy of audience engagement suffered.

• The additional funding for extra projects yielded some strong work,  
but in general was more than many partners had the capacity to absorb.

A session on pinkwashing in Amman Space Jordan
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Reflection on the Nextgen Programme: 

Infra-structuring against Violence 
By Avni Sethi, Conflictorium 

To reflect on a program that was responsible in shaping lasting 
friendships and a sense of deep solidarity is like beginning an 
excavation program with the aim of reaching the Earth’s core: 
intimate and infinite.

The NextGen Programme that lasted beyond its mandate 
both in terms of its time and impact brought 13 organisations/
collectives together each of whom worked and continues 
to work under great socio-political stress. Each of these 
organisations have developed their internal strategies to 
confront the effects of violence within their own contexts that 
are urgent, innovative and particular. 

The question that arises often in the societies we function 
in, that are distraught with ongoing violence, extremism, and 
hatred is what should primary intervention look like? Must 
interventions in societies reeling under the effects of violence 
pay attention to essential services such as water, sanitisation, 
health and housing only; can an intervention in culture be 
imagined simultaneously with complete belief in the ways in 
which cultural practice can heal a wounded society. 

Territories ravaged by long standing distress give rise to people 
and cultures that over time are unable to have dignity nor joy 

and this is the greatest residue of violence. To suture this we 
certainly need processes of justice but also processes of repair. 
Loss needs song, colour, words, movement, rhythm, image and 
every possible other sensory experience of art to heal; we need 
every form of cultural expression to push back against violent 
regimes and extremist ideologies. Sometimes these expressions 
are immediate and transient and yet on occasion they could 
be quiet and enduring. Whatever the methodology of cultural 
practice may be, it is evident they need infrastructural thinking.

The Nextgen partnership in many ways accelerated this kind of 
infrastructural thinking; the exchanges within the network began 
to pay attention to questions of sustainability, learnability from 
others’ experiences, creativity within operations & logistics, on 
building ecosystems of care and most of all articulating a vision 
for ourselves as organisations working in the arts. These may 
be standard conversations in the curve of emergent cultural 
networks but they become particularly important when convened 
within circles that are doing the exhaustive work of resistance.

Consequently, the work of cultural infrastructures especially 
when practicing under the threat of violence is not to deliver 
‘event’ but to demonstrate how one functions within the 
everyday, it is in effect to demonstrate within a ruptured society, 
how to regrow, to nurture, to trust and build friendships again, 
to be kind, to be present, each a crucial element of holding our 
humanity.
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For the work of culture to succeed, it needs support that is not 
embed in measures of impact or data constructed by numbers 
but the kind of support that allows for cultural infrastructures 
to grow with self belief, the affordances to fail and to recalibrate. 
It is precisely this support that was offered within the Nextgen 
programme that allowed all its participants to be generous, to 
share freely and deeply. 

‘Infra-structuring’ is a long-drawn process, the potential of 
alternative infrastructures that can build bridges, heal, catalyse 
reparations, such that universal habitation becomes possible, is 
immense. Avni Sethi 
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Reflection on the Nextgen Programme: 

Safety and Spaces
By Lina Attalah, Mada Masr

In the last years, I came to feel that there is something odd 
about the insistence of safe spaces discourses in different 
settings. It felt, for a moment, to be the romanticization of anti-
capitalism, manifest in certain forms of living and being together. 
But it was also clear that we are forced to think about these 
questions given how much we take for granted such issues as 
safety, especially in sites of art-making, cultural practices, and 
knowledge production among collectives who share progressive 
values. Being forced to think about these issues, when we 
otherwise take them for granted, is the force of negation that 
continental philosophy speaks to us about. It is also the kind 
of queering needed to our institutional habits, many of which 
might be inherited, unvisited. So, well aware of the above 
mentioned romanticization caveat, we have been wanting to 
think through notions and practices of safe spaces. 

We are grateful that the Prince Claus Fund put safe spaces as 
a core element in its NextGen project, because it encouraged 
us, from the proposal stage, to articulate what constitutes 
a safe space for us and where we need to make an effort of 
reflection. This is how we started enumerating how a safe space 
is constructed at the intersection of human resources policies, 
communication practices, multi-directional evaluation processes 

and work environment habits, including well-being initiatives that 
are directed both at the individual and the collective levels. On 
an intellectual and affective levels, this gave us the opportunity 
to continue our thinking about awareness of power and power 
dynamics, team building and cohesion, empathy and ability to 
travel to the other while doing one’s own work, experiences of 
being challenged in constructive ways, etc… 

Then there is the step of the project implementation, which 
transcended the productive aspect (producing outputs to report 
about to PCF), pushing us to pursue work related to the notion 
of safe space. With the project, specifically the gender factor 
in it, we have been revisiting our anti-sexual harassment and 
discrimination policies collectively and in light of lessons learned 
from incidents investigated, as well as surrounding incidents. 
Doing this work was generative, not for the only reasons 
of ensuring that our space is safe because it tolerates zero 
harassment. It was generative precisely because thinking about 
safe spaces transcends the seeming finality of the cause; that 
we will do this practice and this practice, and the result would 
be a fully safe space. Thinking about safe spaces acknowledges 
complexity, and that tensions affecting safe spaces are not 
simply the product of a bad person harming a good person, 
but an interlaced web of issues related to classed and gendered 
power, but also primarily that which we don’t think about as 
harmful. Specifically, working on sexual harassment policies 
and investigation processes, with an approach of reparative 
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justice and self reflection, is an example of how complexity 
is acknowledged. We cannot claim that actual results yielded 
in proper reparation, but that’s why the process should be 
ongoing, whereby the very framing of policies, investigations 
and simulations of justice should be questioned. And if there is 
someone in the position to rethink frameworks, it should be 
institutions like us, encouraged by institutions like PCF. 

Finally, PCF hosted all the NextGen grantees as a network, and 
enacted that through different mechanisms, including online and 
offline meetings, learning from an external consultant, learning 
together, etc… If we are to go by unvisited, inherited notions, 
there is always an oddity in a player in the north convening a 
network of players from the south, with all good intentions. 
There is a sheer reproduction of power dynamics with PCF 
being a financial sponsor of this convention. However, if we 
are to be empirical and not simply ideological (It is easier to be 
ideological than empirical), I did not feel for one second during 
my presence in these meetings and different other mechanisms, 
that this was an unsafe space because of the above mentioned 
dynamics. The ways in which this space was open and allowing 
for friendships and alliances to unfold spontaneously were 
proof that there is a possibility within the global framework on 
which such conventions are predicated. I feel this was possible 
because PCF made this space open, for it to be filled by the 
vivid and active presence of everyone in NextGen, while also 
doing certain gestures like organizing a meeting with the Nest in 
Nairobi (and the meeting that did not happen with Platohedro 
in Medellin). A small critique in this context is that there wasn’t 
enough investment in the possibility of learning coming from 

within the network through curated interventions (an issue 
I referenced in one of the narrative reports). There was an over 
reliance on Amani in the learning component, some of it was 
useful, but in the wake of the above mentioned dynamics, and 
the fact that participating organizations have embodied lessons 
to teach about institutional building and development, I wish 
I saw more taking up the teaching podium by members of the 
network. This expands the definition of space safe beyond the 
binds of the here and now.

Lina Attalah
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Next Generation Open Calls

Because the Open Calls element of the Next Generation programme 
worked with such a large number of people, we decided to include an 
anonymous survey as part of this evaluation. We received an extremely 
high response rate of 69%. Unsurprisingly, the response rate was highest 
(nearly 100%!) for grants given in 2020, where there has been most recent 
contact. We are very gratified by this high response rate, which we feel is a 
validation of the way we have worked with the grantees.

Rationale Original Targets Actual Results

Issuing an annual call for proposals to select 
and support high quality projects by and for 
youth that address relevant and urgent topics 
in innovative and engaging ways and hereby 
stimulate societal change.

3 calls for proposals will have led to quality alternative narratives 
representing various regions and disciplines, genders and age groups 
(youth) relating to the importance of the next generation and the 
focal themes/priority issues in relation to this topic.     

64 projects in 42 countries around the world were carried out by 
and for young people. 

(Plus four additional small projects through the experimental fund 
in 2018)

Countries:  
2018: Algeria, Chad, Congo-Kinshasa, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Malawi, 
Morocco, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Africa, 
Turkey, Uganda, Yemen, Zambia

2019: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Paraguay and Peru

2020: Armenia, Bhutan, China, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, 
Montenegro, Nepal, the Philippines, Serbia, Thailand, Ukraine and 
Uzbekistan  

Gender representation among project leaders:

2018: F 8, M 11

2019: F 16, M 6, NB 1 

2020: F 13, M 7, NB 2 

Total: F 37, M 24, NB 3                                                           
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The decision was made early in the programme to divide the three open 
calls regionally, rather than by specific themes, in the hope of inviting 
applicants to apply with projects that truly reflected their interests and 
ambitions. The set-up of the open calls was closely based on the Prince 
Claus Fund’s existing Open Call structure, with shortlisted proposals being 
subject to an extensive research process. References and independent 
second opinions were solicited from experts on the ground, and attention 
was paid to soliciting second opinions from advisors of different ages. 

In 2018 we funded the first projects through the first Open Call for 
projects in Africa and the Middle East. These 19 projects, in 17 countries, 
represented a diverse selection of work. They included disciplines from 
fashion and dance to podcast production and the creation of mobile solar-
powered cinemas, as well as more interdisciplinary projects, and reached 
geographically from Yemen to South Africa. We also funded four smaller 
projects outside of the structure of the larger open call, as part of an 
“experimental fund”.

The results of the 2018 call confirmed our confidence that younger and less 
experienced practitioners could and should receive and administer grants 
directly, instead of through a more experienced organisation. We saw 
that the young people who were given a chance to implement their own 
projects produced work that was vibrant and exciting, that surprised us. 
At the same time, they had the chance to learn and develop their skills in 
the more prosaic work of implementing; managing budgets and reporting to 
funders. Following this experience in 2018, we wanted to further prioritise 
younger applicants and groups, and make sure to include those with less 
experience. 

When we issued our second Open Call, in 2019, we included the age of the 
applicant as a question in the application form. Instead of setting specific 
targets, or asking applicants to share details of previous grants to use as 
a selection criterion, we read and evaluated applications with a different 
perspective, paying more attention to passion and ideas than to formal 
competences in project planning or application writing. Our capacity to 

Our procedures

Independent bookshop and publishing group run by young people in Medellin 
Libreria Mutante 

reach a broad range of younger applicants was increased by the fact that we 
offered applicants the possibility of submitting their application in Spanish 
or Portuguese, as well as in English. 

Although this flexibility in language was not possible for the 2020 Open 
Call (due to the high linguistic diversity of the target region of Asia and 
Eastern Europe), we continued to gather information on applicants’ ages, 
and to allocate grants to younger individuals and collectives based on the 
strength of their ideas.  

We are very pleased to see that this shift in perspective was effective in 
shifting our grant-making. Of the grantees who completed the survey, the 
number who reported having been first-time applicants when they received 
a grant through the programme rose from 25% in 2018 to over 50% in 
2019 and 2020, while the proportion of projects lead by people under the 
age of 35 rose to near 100%.
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“One of the factors that benefited 
us as a group, when applying for the 
Prince Claus scholarship, was the 
possibility of presenting the project in 
Spanish. Although the command of 
English is important to seek openness 
to international media and platforms, 
sometimes difficulties with the language 
can generate barriers. It is a point 
in favor to maintain the possibility 
of presenting projects to the calls in 
Spanish.” 
- Libreria Mutante, 2019 grant recipients

Poster by Libreria Mutante
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“Everyone we were in contact with 
were more than helpful with letting us 
reach our goals and dreams. It is always 
a pleasure to work with you because 
we never had to compromise who we 
are or what we stand for. We were not 
only provided financial support but with 
a comfortable space filled with love, 
assistance, and a genuine bond.” 
- Shukri Lawrence, 2018 grant recipient

Design by Shukri Lawrence of Trashy Clothing
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Contact throughout the grant

Throughout this process, it was very important to us to support the grant 
recipients, and for them to feel that they could come to us for support and 
care at any stage of the process. This was of course especially important 
as the pandemic started to affect the process of the projects. In March 
2020 we reached out proactively to all of our partners with then-ongoing 
projects, assuring them that we would support them through any changes 
and delays that there would be. At around the same time, we reached out 
to applicants whose projects had been shortlisted for the 2020 Open Call, 
which were then in the final stage of research, giving them the opportunity 
to resubmit revised work-plans and budgets that took into account the 
developing situation. A number of projects indeed underwent significant 
delay, and at time of writing 7 projects are still in the last stages of their 
implementation. We expect these to be completed during the course 
of 2023, and final details will be included with the accountants report in 
March 2023. 

The results of the survey indicate that we were successful in our aim of 
being empathetic and flexible in our interactions with our partners. 97% 
of respondents rated their interactions with the Prince Claus Fund team 
before, during and after implementing their project “very positive” or 
“positive”. One respondent wrote: 

“I found the communication to be very fluid and the contact 
quite attentive, I felt confident to share my doubts at the 
time and the reception was always encouraging.”

One piece of feedback received, both through the survey and in final 
reports from partners, was the desire to be connected with other grantees 
in their region. While we did not have the capacity to act on this request 
during the period of the Next Generation programme, the goal of bringing 

together recipients of Prince Claus Awards has become an important part 
of the new strategy. 

“Additional online events getting to know grantees or  
grantees presenting to each other along the way could form 
tighter ties. I am sure this would be added to the programme 
communication plan in the post-pandemic world.” 
- Survey Respondent

The art of the self - First Semester
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With 64 projects supported over 3 years, in 42 countries, it’s impossible to 
do more than scratch the surface of the different results and practices that 
were represented within the Next Generation Open Calls. The disciplines 
of the work supported included music, dance, writing and filmmaking as 
well as group and solo exhibitions of extraordinary young artists. Some 
projects created exciting new works of art that reached a wide audience, 
while others brought together young people in ways that used art to share 
ideas and explore new ways of being in the world. Many projects were 
interdisciplinary and experimental, and all of them created new space for 
young people to explore ideas through culture and express themselves 
counter to hegemonic narratives dominant in their particular context. 

‘The large participation of deaf people and the results of our 
project have led some cultural spaces to create permanent 
cultural activities for people with other abilities. Without a 
doubt, the most exciting moment was seeing the workshop 
participants preparing our finals. They are in control of 
everything, sharing and socializing with other deaf people. 
Seeing them empowered and happy was the best part of 
the whole process, we managed to move them from being 
cultural consumers to producers of cultural content. This 
change allowed a great empathy to be established with 
the public of the deaf community, which sold out at each 
presentation.’
- INFRA Bank of tools and experiences, Bolivia

Outputs and outcomes of the projects

‘The channels for mutual feeding, critical thinking, discussion 
and creative expression for young people are almost closed 
[in Turkey, particularly southeastern Turkey]. BAK defines 
itself as an alternative education, production and sharing 
program that supports young people in all these aspects’
-BAK: Revealing the City Through Memory (sehrebak),Turkey

Establishing the underground was a programme to engage youth in the 2018 Atlas Electronic festival 
in Morocco
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Alternative Narratives 
One of the key selection criteria was projects through which young 
people could share alternative narratives of their societies through arts 
and culture, even in contexts where freedom of expression is limited. 
This took on many different forms in defence of human rights and fostering 
inclusion. Some projects created space to share views of the world around 
them that are repressed or persecuted, such as the Sin 349 project, which 
profiled a range of Cuban artists, thinkers and dissidents through short 
documentaries, or a podcast which compiled the testimonies of young 
Egyptians who had taken part in the 2011 revolution.

Other projects looked back at histories that had been forgotten or repressed 
by official narratives, such as the project Abrir Monte by Colombian artist 
and filmmaker Maria Rojas Arias, whose short film of that name has since 
been shown in festivals around the world, or the Uzbekistan and Georgia-
based project Tashkent-Tblisi, a platform bringing together reflections and 
research on post-colonial Central Asia from researchers and artists. 

“It is young people like us who are protesting on the street, 
it is young people like us who are leading all the processes 
of manifestation and demand for change, it is young 
people like us who are studying history also relating it and 
giving meaning to what happens to us now. It is we young 
Colombians who recognize that the past and history give 
reason to our present, and we study it and want to rewrite 
it today.”
- Maria Rojas Arias, 2019 grantee

In Abrir Monte ten young artists with research and archive-based practises explored the history of the 
armed conflict in Colombia through their audiovisual work

“As a young person I feel such a platform has brought change 
in our community we are now able to sit down be part of the 
solution and help build our communities”. 
- Senzo, a member of the audience at one of the film viewings and subsequent 
discussion by the SunBox Ambassador Network, South Africa

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC722jGKlNIgvmreTZkiw54Q/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPMcmFDw61M
https://syg.ma/ttb
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In the Land of Shattered Windows aimed to shed light on some of the major personal, political, and 
social conflicts that dictate daily life in Yemen that are missing from the international headlines

Thinking Differently on Gender
Critical thinking on gender was another focus point for many projects. 
In Argentina, the organisation LatFem’s feminist journalism project 
produced an album, a feminist comic book anthology and workshops for 
both children and young women. 

Projects in Kazahkstan and Serbia also brought together young girls and 
women to work on feminist art, through courses and workshops on music, 
photography and film (in Serbia) and feminist writing (in Kazahkstan). 
Meanwhile a project in China, where feminist activists are under significant 
government pressure and persecution, brought together younger feminists 
with older mentors to create a map of the history of the past and present 
feminist history of Beijing. The organisers wrote: 

“In a year when the epidemic was raging and the feminist 
movement in China was being suppressed, we had the 
precious opportunity to meet with our social partners offline 
and we rebuilt relationships, supported each other, learned 
about feminist history together. These connections gave us 
strength to face the insecurity, loneliness and vulnerability 
brought by the epidemic and the political environment. We 
carefully saved the seeds of hope for the coming of spring.”
Perhaps most importantly, we were happy to see the majority (62%) 
of projects funded were led by women or non-binary people.

“The most important thing is that I was able to build a safe 
space for black women while being a black woman. And it 
was very inspiring to witness The Punanny Sound System 
Culto created a possibility for young black girls to express 
themselves and talk about personal traumas that were 
never said before. We experienced moments of cry, silence, 
laughter, and happiness, and we all felt we rescued and 
strengthened the sense of community between the black 
women”. 
- Cássia Sabino de Souza of Culto às Punannys, Brazil

https://latfem.org/ 
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LGBT narratives 
Projects supported through the Open Calls celebrated LGBT/queer 
expression in all its forms. Breaking Androgynous, for example, was an 
LGBT-led project encompassing fashion, dance and music in Kampala, 
Uganda. Although Uganda’s strict anti-gay laws prevented the project from 
being communicated about as an LGBT project, the majority of participants 
were from the community and the project was able to create a safe space 
for their expression and creation. 

In India, two projects were supported that aimed specifically at bringing 
together and building the capacity of LGBT artists, writers and activists. 
The Amra Odbluth collective, based in Kolkata, conducted over forty 
workshops through the Imagining Utopias project. After moving online 
as the pandemic hit, they expanded the workshops to reach the diaspora 
outside of India, with nearly 300 people ultimately participating. Another 
project by the Dalit Queer Project, extended due to the pandemic and still 
ongoing, works with queer Dalit artists and activists, doubly marginalized by 
homophobia and casteism, to collaboratively produce artworks across India. 

Other projects included LGBT rights as one of several themes, such as 
the Jamaica-based literary magazine PREE, which dedicated one of two 
issues it produced through the Next Generation grant to writing by young 
queer Caribbean authors, or the Favela News team in Recife, Brazil, which 
produced a number of short films celebrating gender non-conforming 
performers in the favela. 

In general, we were pleased by the diversity of the projects’ approaches 
to issues of gender and sexuality. Although shared experiences connect 
women and queer people across the globe, the projects supported through 
the Next Generation Open Calls spoke to the specifics of local issues, and 
provided safe spaces for expression and community. 

A photo from a series produced through the Dalit queer project in India

“The three shorts planned in the project were infinitely 
more challenging than we had imagined, but also more 
beautiful and powerful. They achieved what we had wanted: 
to transform the excluded bodies and voices of queer youth 
in the favelas into works of beauty, while also training almost 
a dozen favela youth in filmmaking.”
- FavelaNews: The Art of the Self, Brazil

https://www.imaginingutopias.com/
https://www.instagram.com/dalitqueerproject/
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Breaking Androgynous was an LGBT-led project encompassing fashion, dance and music in Kampala, Uganda
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Building the Capacity of Safe Spaces 
Organisations supported through all three of the Next Generation Open 
Calls have been providing vital safe spaces for young people, particularly 
those marginalised for various reasons. In some cases project teams 
established new spaces, such as the Ndaku ya La vie est belle space 
in Kinshasa, still programming cultural events nearly three years after 
the project was concluded. In other cases, existing organisations were 
strengthened or expanded. 

Two projects, Sister Library and Libreria Mutante (in India and in Columbia 
respectively), opened space for self-publishing work done by projects 
like created decentralised networks by which the writings and thought 
of marginalised people could be spread. The importance of this kind 
of bottom-up publishing was documented by yet another project, by 
a Yogyakarta-based collective Indisczinepartij, who produced a book 
documenting the history of zine-production in Indonesia and its connection 
to Indonesian cultural history. 

One of the key takeaways of the programme as a whole has been to boost 
the capacity of the young organisations and people who received the 
grants, and to offer increased security to the young artists who benefited 
from projects. Mexico-based art space Biquini Wax wrote that, in a 
context where young artists are forced to lead very precarious lives
“For the first time in a systematic process, Biquini Wax could counteract 
this precarization offering budget for production and fees for the 
contributors.”

The Sister Library in India spread the writings and thoughts  
of marginalised people

https://www.facebook.com/Ndaku-ya-La-vie-est-belle-260534861301256/
https://www.instagram.com/sister.library/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/libreriamutante/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/indisczinepartij/?hl=en
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Analysing the total reach and impact of 64 wildly diverse projects across 
the globe is close to impossible. 

Based on the figures reported by partners, projects supported through the 
three Next Generation calls have reached a total of at least over a million 
people as audiences. (This figure includes live audiences as well as online 
viewers and known consumers of media produced through projects such as 
music, film, exhibitions and web platforms). 

For most of the projects begun in 2019, and all of the projects begun in 2020, 
the global covid-19 pandemic had a transformative and often devastating 
impact. Projects funded through the 2019 call which were entering their final 
stages when the pandemic struck were delayed. The artists implementing 
them looked for ways to present the project online. As the pandemic 
progressed, they (and we) learned that moving online allowed many 
projects to reach a broader audience, but the quality of the engagement 
suffered in many cases. 

In some cases this meant a shift to a very different format. One project in 
Brazil was transformed into a five episode podcast, Filhos da Diáspora, after 
school closures and social-distancing measures made the original plan of a 
series of workshops with school children impossible.

Another example was the project resented by the theatre troupe 
Compania CroMagnon in Mexico City. The group’s plans for public space 
theatre interventions seriously disrupted by the beginning of lockdowns in 
Mexico, but developed a truly exciting and innovative online theatre format, 
which parodied and disrupted the conventions of zoom conferences to 
deliver a startling vision of an alternative trans history of Mexican music. 

Impact 

The project Intersextion by Weekly projects aimed to create a safe space for young people in Jamaica

“The most important result of the Sin 349 series was the 
consolidation of a community of Cuban Contemporary 
artists that have been leading the active fights for a more 
inclusive and democratic society in Cuba in the last 3 years. 
We gave voice to this community that grew up in danger 
and repression by Cuban authorities.”
– SIN 349, Cuba 

https://open.spotify.com/show/0U4RX5LiQ0BkaH5pxZeosK
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Communal Re-Imagination by VAL Foundation aimed to spark societal change in the Iwaya/Makoko 
community in Nigeria
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When surveying the grantees, we were particularly interested in the 
impact that the grants had had on the artistic and career development of 
the recipients. We had anticipated that this impact might be particularly 
significant for the recipients with less experience. While this may indeed 
have been the case, in completing the survey 40 out of 46 respondents 
reported that the grant had had a “significant impact”, with three 
reporting “some impact” and three skipping the question. None of the 
46 respondents reported “No or Negligible impact”. 

However, artistic development does not always bring sustainability, given 
the extensive challenges young artists face around the world. Lack of 
resources for culture in many contexts, and the practical need artists 
have to support themselves mean that some of our partners found it very 
difficult to sustain their work after the support from the Next Generation 
programme ended. This seems to be especially difficult for practitioners 
working individually, without the support of a collective or team around 
them. One wrote :

“I have to work with so many other things to make a living. I always 
remember the times that I was a “2019 Next Gen partner” with so much 
joy. It was for sure a golden era in my life. I loved to live all those things, 
it really changed my life and my perspective about myself. But I’m growing 
and unfortunately, I’m not being able to continue to dedicate my time and 
my energy to make Umoja happen as I wanted to. It just turned into a 
“project that I created back in the days” instead of my life’s purpose.” 
- Cássia Sabino de Souza, 2019 grantee

Amman-based designer Shukri Lawrence was one of the youngest creatives 
supported through the Open Calls, just 19 when his brand tRASHY 
clothing received funding for their first ever professional show in 2018. 
Collaborating often with NextGen partners My Kali, Shukri has since 
developed a number of new collections, and together with his team has 
reached a much wider audience. The brand was featured in Vogue in 2020 

and 2021, and clothing designed by tRASHY has since been worn by figures 
including Pussy Riot frontwoman Nadya Riot and supermodel Bella Hadid. 

Shukri and his team, like many of the more successfully sustainable projects 
supported, were able to achieve so much in part because they were a 
strong collective, working as a team. Many project partners used the 
grants to build up their own networks, through their own open calls or 
by consolidating existing connections. When we asked for feedback in the 
survey, several respondents praised the collaborative nature of the projects 
that has been supported, with a view expressing regret that the Prince 
Claus Fund has since shifted towards only supporting individuals. 

“We believe that the central impact of the support for the Next 
generation program was the collective and processual nature, since in 
countries such as ours, Mexico, collective production and collaborative 
processes are becoming more and more limited by the disciplining of the 
art market and the government’s support for individual careers, rather 
than aiming to finance projects with a popular and communitarian 
horizon.” - Survey Respondent

“We feel the collaborative projects like Next Generation very valuable, 
as they enable to learn from each other and build peer-to-peer relations. 
Thank you very much for the possibility!” - Survey Respondent 

“We loved the concepts of those grants. We are a little saddened under 
the new strategic plan Prince Claus doesn’t work with Organisations 
anymore. Your contribution was important.” - Survey Respondent 

We will take this feedback into account as we go forward with the 
implementing of our new strategy. 

Sustainability 

https://www.vogue.com/article/trashy-clothing-queer-palestinian-arab-pop-culture
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• A hugely diverse range of projects addressed themes of the programme, 
such as gender, safe spaces for free expression and alternative narratives,  
in innovative, context specific ways.

• Through funding projects by young/emerging organisations and collectives, 
we strengthened them and allowed them to build important experience.

• The most successful projects built on the collective strength of young 
people.

• We learned that we could have added value by connecting the grantees 
more.

“The connections that were made through the project were 
invaluable. One of the best assets a freelance artist can have 
is community. Community offers support and security when 
all else fails. I was honored to be introduced with like minded 
folk who were passionate about both the arts and social 
justice struggles. Exposure to people who live in societies that 
advocate and encourage freedom of speech helps us see our 
own world as a place where this kind of change can be made 
by us and is possible sustain.” 
- Coco Em, one of the DJ’s that participated in Strictly Silk by the Nest  
in Kenya

Key Takeaways: Open Calls

Part of the Depatriarchalizing Archives by Biquini Wax in Mexico 
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Dancers of the Oyo dance troupe from Namibia at the event YCreate x Pantropical which public 
programme organised in collaboration with Worm Rotterdam
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Public Programme/Exchanges

Rationale Original Targets Actual Results

Public Programme originally set out to 
bring partners and their work to the 
Netherlands creating a platform to share 
alternative narratives and inspire youth in 
the Netherlands to open their minds and 
re-examine preconceived ideas, just as it 
has for the youth in the countries where 
the programme has been developed. 

The programme evolved into Exchanges 
that creates meaningful connections 
between cultural practitioners, 
organisations and peers who share values 
and goals. This offers the opportunity 
to jointly create, exchange and grow. It 
increases professional opportunities for 
cultural practitioners, stimulates solidarity 
and inspiration across borders and ensures 
that urgent topics addressed through the 
work are shared with relevant audiences. 

By 2020 a minimum of 14 events will have 
taken place sharing alternative narratives in 
relation to the Next Generation programme, 
reaching an audience that includes various 
ages (youth) and genders. The events 
increase the visibility of the work of the Fund 
in relation to the NextGen Programme, 
especially among local (Dutch) youth and 
students. The partners involved, expand their 
network and the events lead to exchange and 
potentially to new professional opportunities. 

The programme led to 1 exhibition and a 
total of 23 initiatives of which roughly half 
were live and half were online, plus too 
many connections to count.

2018 
Culture Arcade + side events 
Pantropical at WORM + Academy Days 
TRANS//FORM 
YCreate  

2019 
Marwa Al-Sabouni at UvA and Veerstichting 
Dada at EYE and academy day 
TRANS//FORM to Festa2H (Africulturban) 
in Senegal 
Research visit the Nest Collective NL  
Masterclass DAS Graduate School 

2020 
New Radicalism 
Strictly Silk Amsterdam 
Archeologies of the Future  
Online masterclass DAS Graduate School 
Bout it #2 OSCAM  
Zoom party Trashy Clothing 

2021 
Voices of Fashion Centraal Museum  
Online Strictly Silk 
Online Bout it 3 (speak sessions), OSCAM  
Stroom The Nest 
Stroom Conflictorium 

2022 
Archeologies of the Future: other ruins, new 
cities 
Bout it 3 Writers Camp, OSCAM  
Conflictorium x Uche James Iroha 

The programme enabled safe spaces for 
women, for anti-racist education and 
LGTBQI+ people. It provided education, 
entertainment and new insights to a Dutch 
as well as an international audience and 
reached young people in particular.

The programme illustrated the strong 
potential to promote diversity and foster 
inclusion through culture. 

The importance of hip hop in young 
peoples lives, was a point of departure for 
an evolving journey that ultimately led to 
creating more access and opportunity for 
women in the international field of hip-hop.

The story of Exchanges is a perfect illustration of the importance of arts 
and culture to enable connection. Seeing how young people around the 
world were able to share experiences, goals and practices and grow from 
these collaborations inspired us to develop a way of working that created 
the conditions for collaborations to develop and supporting work that 
developed organically from the connections that were made. 
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From Public Programme to Exchanges

After the first year of the Next Generation programme, the Public 
Programme underwent a significant shift in its strategic choices. From 
organizing events as a communication to introduce the artists we 
supported to an audience in the Netherlands, we moved towards a new 
model built on strong collaborations. This new model, renamed Exchanges, 
built on strong collaborations with partners in the Netherlands to bring 
together artists supported through the Next Generation programme with 
their peers in the Netherlands, and establish real connections that could 
feed the work of both groups. Compared to the Public Programme model 
of working, Exchanges builds on a decentralised network of collaborations, 
with strong relationships developed over time. 

A key moment that made clear the need for this shift took place in the 
second half of 2018. The interactive exhibition Culture Arcade was held 
in the Prince Claus Fund gallery on the Herengracht in Amsterdam. The 
exhibition was aimed at young audiences and brought together a range of 
works by artists like Omar Gilani, that used the narratives of video games 
to introduce audiences to other cultures. The exhibition setup was a 
great success in itself and received an extensive and positive review from 
the Boeckman Stichting that underlined the potential to foster inclusion 
through culture. However, although the number of visitors reached was 
satisfactory, the public programme team felt that the exhibition had not 
met its full potential and had not reached enough of a relevant audience 
that mattered most – young people. Although we had known in advance 
that the Prince Claus Fund’s established audience was disproportionately 
older and not particularly diverse, we had underestimated the work that 
would been needed to expand our audience. 

The disappointment of the reach of the Culture Arcade stood in stark 
contrast to two events which also took place in the second half of 2018, 
both of which were much more successful in drawing in a vibrant, diverse 
and youthful audience. The online platform YCreate was launched with an 

Kids at the Culture Arcade in the Prince Claus Fund Gallery

event held together with the Pantropical concert/club series at Worm in 
Rotterdam, featuring dance, fashion and music from exciting young talent 
from Africa and the Middle East (selected grantees from the 2018 Next 
Generation Open Call). Following this event, we collaborated with CT 
Collective to produce TRANS//FORM, a programme of conferences in 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and Leeuwarden in which local hip hop 
artists came together with hip hop formation Zwart Licht and Prince Claus 
laureate Y’en A Marre to talk about the importance of hip hop for their 
lives, their neighbourhoods and their careers. 

https://www.boekman.nl/actualiteit/elkaar-begrijpen-door-elkaar-te-worden-wat-videogames-kunnen-bijdragen-aan-inclusiviteit/
https://www.boekman.nl/actualiteit/elkaar-begrijpen-door-elkaar-te-worden-wat-videogames-kunnen-bijdragen-aan-inclusiviteit/
https://princeclausfund.org/events/transform-2018
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Comparing the Culture Arcade with the success of the YCreate launch and 
TRANS//FORM, two lessons were clear. The first was that collaborating 
with partners with pre-established audiences was an excellent way to 
expand our reach in the Netherlands to audiences that were more relevant 
to specific projects or partners. As an online platform, YCreate profiled 
exceptional artists, but the challenge of building up a decidated online 
audience from scratch was more than we had anticipated. The second was 
artists and audiences in the Netherlands and in our working countries 
shared a lot of the same concerns, interests and goals. Instead of organizing 
events where Dutch audiences could experience the work of our partners 
around the world, we could achieve deeper and more lasting impact by 
creating the conditions for the artists we work with around the world to 
come together with their peers or organisations in the Netherlands, build 
meaningful connections based on shared goals, strengthen their work 
through exchange and reach relevant audiences through existing platforms. 
The impact of working in this way is long term and persists even after our 
direct involvement ends. 

In 2019 we organised an event that perfectly encapsulated the lessons 
we’d learned the year before. Inspired by his experience at TRANS//
FORM, Cheikhou Oumar Camara from Y’en A Marre had begun organising 
his own version of the event series in Dakar. In June 2019 our public 
programme team (Dilara Jaring-Kanik and Evely Reijnders) travelled to 
Dakar with a group of hip hop artists and others from the Dutch cultural 
scene. The group, which included Ella John, Hayzee & Leeroy from Zwart 
Licht, Yung Nnelg, Simone Zeefuik, Stacii Samidin, Elten Kiene, Bamba Al 
Mansour and Angelo Diop (Rotjoch) performed at the Festa2H festival 
organised by NextGen partner Africulturban, gave workshops and took 
part in panel discussions. The video produced by the channel 101 Barz gives 
a sense of the energy that was created on the trip. Interviewed a few years 
later for Something Will be Changed (the closing publication of the Next 

TRANS//FORM Rotterdam 

Generation programme) artist and musician Ella John told us:

“Getting to travel with people from the Netherlands who I looked up to 
as a musician, as well as meeting new musicians in Africa was a really big 
experience. I learnt so much in just seven days from so many creatives 
with crazy different backgrounds. Just being in Senegal and getting 
to know the country and its culture was amazing, but being with the 
members of Y’en a Marre was the most interesting… It was all a lot but I 
loved it, I wish we could do it again.” 
- Ella John

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvUa-P1vEwo
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Meaningful Connections across Borders

Refocussing the goal of the Public Programme (now officially known as 
Exchanges) on establishing connections between young creators and 
audiences across geographic boundaries changed the nature of the way 
we worked. We learned that young people across the world often have 
more in common than what separates them, and that when given the space 
to connect and grow, they are able to create something new and special 
together. We started working more organically, creating possibilities and 
following the collaborations as they developed, led by the energy of young 
artists. 

In early 2020 this new approach led to fruitful collaborations. We helped 
bring Khalid Abdel-Hadi, founder of the NextGen partner My Kali magazine, 
to Rotterdam to participate in the New Radicalism festival, which highlighted 
radical talents in digital culture from the Middle East and North Africa and 
its diasporas, and we brought the NextGen partner the Nest Collective 
to Amsterdam for an Amsterdam edition of their all women dance party 
Strictly Silk, as part of the MamaCash Feminist Festival at Radio Radio. 

After the success of these events, everything had to change again. The need 
to shift to online only digital events as the Covid-19 pandemic hit disrupted 
all our plans and lasted almost to the end of the Next Generation 
programme. However, the potential in digital connections was something 
we hadn’t seen coming. As young artists and audiences in the Netherlands 
and around the world shared the global experience of lockdown, we were 
amazed by the capacity of online meetings to generate real connections and 
foster solidarity. 

The first real glimpse of the potential of online events came with the 
project Archeologies of the Future, in collaboration with Brazilian artist 
Mauricio Lima (who had received a Next Generation project grant 
in 2019 for the Museu dos Meninos project) and the Black Archives, 
a unique Amsterdam-based archive space documenting the history of 

Museu dos Meninos mapped and collected narratives and memories of Afro-Brazilian youth

"I believe that the success of the project is also linked to 
the relationship of respect and affection with which you 
received the project from the beginning. I highlight this in the 
relationship with the Foundation's team and specifically about 
the work of Dilara and Evely, who carry out cultural and 
artistic curatorial and mediation work with such sensitivity 
and ethics" . 
- Mauricio De Silva Da Lima
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“It was really important to see all these different views, with 
a different kind of context - but working towards the same 
goal. You know, every story is different. So you can share and 
learn from each other, sharing strategies, sharing knowledge, 
and that brings you further in your own work.” 
- Dilara Jaring-Kanik, Manager Exchanges

black emancipation movements and individuals in the Netherlands. 
After a planned visit by Mauricio to the Netherlands to participate in the 
International Community Arts Festival in Rotterdam had to be cancelled 
because of Covid-19, the connection was reformatted into a series of eight 
online sessions with black artists, intellectuals and activists from Brazil 
and the Netherlands. Against the backdrop of the shared experience of 
the Black Lives Matter protests around the world, the speakers (including 
Prince Claus Laureate Djamila Ribeiro, Mitchell Esajas from the Black 
Archives, Naomie Pieter and Simone Zeefuik) came together to share 
their experiences and (in Mauricio’s words) “to build a space for anti-racist 
education through the exchange of practices, philosophies and worldviews, 
between people working in their territories fighting the processes of invisibility 
and violence against black communities, extolling the diversity of genders, 
beliefs and bodies.” The participants from the Netherlands came from the 
network that was developed during the trip to Senegal, demonstrating 
the importance of investing in close collaboration. The sessions included 
simultaneous Portuguese-English translation and drew an audience of 
around 70 people per session. A follow-up was supported in 2022 in 
the form of a residency which featured an online q&a with Prince Claus 
laureate Marwa al-Sabouni.

From 2020 onwards much Exchanges work was in the form of online 
collaborations, as the pandemic continued to make in-person events and 
international travel difficult or impossible to plan. In this context a highlight 
has been our ongoing collaboration with OSCAM museum in south-east 
Amsterdam on their Bout it exhibitions, highlighting creativity in hip hop 
locally as well as internationally. In 2020 and 2021 we connected them 
with our NextGen partners Magamba Network and Africulturban, for two 
editions of Bout it. OSCAM and Africulturban brought together female hip 
hop artists in Senegal and the Netherlands in online speak sessions, which 
blossomed into a writer’s camp in 2022. 

Dionne Verway (left) and Zanillaya during the Bout It speak sessions at Oscam
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• The strategic shift from the Public Programme model of working to 
an Exchanges model of collaboration with peer organisations in the 
Netherlands as well as in the countries where the Prince Claus Fund works.

• The Exchanges/Public Programme team developed a way of working 
that fostered long term, meaningful collaborations with a number of key 
partners.

• The impact of the pandemic revealed significant potential in online 
collaborations, networks and performances. 

• The lessons learned through the Exchanges programme strongly 
influenced the development of the fund, leading us to rethink what we  
can bring to the artists we work with beyond simply financial support.

“The collaboration with Prince Claus Fund was one of the 
best experiences in my artistic practice. I was very happy to 
work with Dilara Jaring-Kanik on Don’t Turn Around project. 
During the whole process of the exhibition production (from 
idea development to installation work) I felt the support 
of Prince Claus Fund team, their involvement in my artistic 
practice. It is also important to mention that the Prince 
Claus Fund team do not interfere with artistic work, do not 
push with their position and only participate as support 
and willingness to help at any time. I think this is incredibly 
important for the healthy artistic work.” 
- Polina Kanis of Don’t Turn Around

Key Takeaways: Public Programme/Exchanges

The performance Agbegilere (Carver) by Yusuf Durodola interrogates what he described as  
the on-going issues between Government and its workers

“In transnational conversations, especially in transnational 
conversations in which one country is considered north-
European, a hegemony of discourse can easily take over. 
Because though we live in a plural world in which white 
people are a statistic minority, whiteness is overrepresented. 
As this project is built on Dutch based funding, I am 
especially proud that with Through The Window, we seem 
able to avoid this dominance/hegemony, creating a mutual 
space of (mis)understanding and (dis)comfort.”
- Simon(e) van Saarloos of Through the Window
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Dancer and choreographer Dada Masilo from South Africa in her version of Giselle, that now tells 
 a feminist story rather than the traditional Romantic ideal
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Awards

Rationale Original Targets Actual Results

The Awards aimed to shine a light on and 
support younger changemakers (under 35 
years) and their work so they could serve as 
role models inspiring the next generation of 
engaged cultural practitioners. 

The Awards and ceremonies would recognise 
the laureates who through their work share 
alternative narratives hereby inspiring positive 
societal transformation and stimulating their 
personal and professional growth.

By 2020 3 Awards would have been granted to the next generation 
of cultural practitioners.

The aim was to organise 3 annual Awards ceremonies in the 
Netherlands and 3 Awards ceremonies in the local context of the 
laureates organised by the local Dutch Embassies.

3 Awards have been granted to:

Dada Masilo, dancer and choreographer from South Africa 
(2018), 

Mónica Ojeda Franco, writer from Ecuador (2019) and Hira Nabi, 
film maker from Pakistan (2020). The Awards have allowed them 
to develop further professionally and have generated (public) 
attention for their work.  

The 2018 and 2019 Next Generation Laureates were honoured 
in awards ceremonies in Amsterdam. Due to the impact of the 
pandemic, the 2020 awards ceremony was replaced by an online 
event. 

The Next Generation Award was given annually during the three years of 
the original programme. It was intended to be given to individuals under 
35 who showed a track record of exemplary work as well as potential to 
become role models to their generation. Two of the Next Generation 
laureates took part in our annual awards programme in the Netherlands, 
including the awards ceremony at the Royal Palace in Amsterdam. They 
were also honoured with a ceremony in their home country.  The third 
laureate, Hira Nabi, was unable to be honoured in any formal ceremony 
due to the global pandemic. 

As with the wider awards programme, the Next Generation laureates were 
selected by an independent jury after a rigorous process and research. 
Candidates for the Awards were nominated by invited members of the 
Prince Claus Fund network, and shortlisted candidates for the awards were 
researched by the research team, who solicited second opinions from a 
diverse range of experts to inform the jury.  

The three Next Generation laureates were; Dada Masilo (2018), 
Mónica Ojeda Franco (2019) and Hira Nabi (2020). These three laureates, 
all exceptional young women, represent different regions in which the 
Prince Claus Fund is active as well as different artistic disciplines. Alongside 
the award, each laureate received €20.000.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcnPo6XqOJg
https://princeclausfund.org/monica-ojeda-franco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGGPgpoGHqY
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Dada Masilo ― 2018 Next Generation Award

Dada Masilo (born Soweto, South Africa, 1985) is a dancer and 
choreographer who takes great aesthetic risks, reinventing classic stories 
so they speak to black identity and feminism, through an innovative 
dance language that intertwines African movement and rhythms with 
traditional ballet and contemporary dance genres. Her works deal with 
contemporary topics, such as the stigma and social rejection around HIV/
AIDS, domestic violence and arranged marriages and are performed to 
a mix of African and Western music & sound.  Masilo has created and 
performed eleven original choreographies as well as many collaborations 
with other choreographers and artists. She mentors and teaches many 
young dancers using training processes that re-think and re-invent dance, 
and her company’s productions and tours support numerous artists and 
performance technicians. 

Our 2018 awards committee chose to honour Dada “for the artistic 
passion, inventive experimentation and dynamic quality of her work” as well 
as “for her courageous creativity, mixing intelligence, wit and performance 
skills to convey volatile social issues in an accessible and captivating way” 

Since receiving the Award, Dada has continued to tour and perform 
internationally. Her latest creation, The Sacrifice premiered in 2021. This 
work explores Tswana ritual dance in relation to Stravinsky’s The Rite 
of Spring and was partially supported by the Next Generation Award. 
Speaking to us for this report, Dada told us how the resources of the 
award “has just allowed me to be very free in terms of working...  
I was able to get a teacher to come in and work with me first and then with 
all the dancers and teaching us the language” 

She told us that for her, receiving the Next Generation Award has meant 
increased artistic freedom, with the platform as well as the financial 
award giving her the artistic space to work without anxiety: 

“Being able to get freedom to just work, without worrying about money, has 
been amazing. And so I’m grateful to the Prince Claus Fund for that... I love 
being part of this family.” 

Dada Masilo revisited Swan Lake to merge classical dance with African contemporary dance and making 
Siegfried a prince with homosexual loves 
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Mónica Ojeda Franco (born Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1988) is a writer who 
is unafraid of taboos. She is the author of a volume of poetry, a short 
story collection and three novels, the latest of which is Mandibula (‘Jaw’, 
2018). Her unflinching depictions of fear and pain, power and vulnerability, 
perversion and sexual desire encompass new genres that appeal to a 
younger generation. She writes from various points of view; taking in 
not only a young person’s perspective, but also feminist, political, social 
and psychological perspectives. She says things that cannot be said about 
difficult subjects, including abominable, abject and obscene elements of 
contemporary society. 

Our 2019 awards committee chose to honour Mónica “for her strong 
and innovative voice that expresses powerful truths about the troubling 
environment and experiences of the younger generations” and “for her inventive 
reimagining of the novel, refashioning genres and integrating today’s media and 
digital phenomena to articulate the evolving forms and languages of the next 
generation” 

Since receiving the Award, Mónica has published a new short story 
collection, entitled Las Voladoras (The Flying Ones). The collection includes 
8 stories, written in a style she describes as “Andean Gothic”. The work 
was well received by critics and was included in several lists of the best 
books of 2020. In 2021 she was named by Granta magazine as one of the 
25 best young writers working in Spanish today. 

Asked for this report what the award has meant to her, Mónica wrote: 
“For me it has been a big motivation to keep working in my projects. One of the 
reasons that I have been able to write these past years is the Next Generation 
Prince Claus Award. It helped me so much to meet great artists from around the 
world and also helped me to have time to dedicate to my writing. I’m very, very 
grateful with all the people that made it possible, not just for me but for all the 
artists that I know they have supported over the last years.” 

Mónica Ojeda Franco ― 2019 Next Generation Award

Mónica Ojeda Franco at the Louder than Words event in which all 2019 Prince Claus Laureates spoke 
about their work in the Compagnietheater
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Hira Nabi ― 2020 Next Generation Award

Hira Nabi (born Lahore, Pakistan 1987, Lahore) is a filmmaker and visual 
artist who examines the multiple elements of contemporary reality 
with political insight and poetic intensity. She explores in detail the local 
consequences of overarching issues such as globalisation and environmental 
degradation. Combining a thoughtful research-based approach with her 
personal aesthetic vision, she demonstrates the next generation’s ability 
to resist mass populism and reclaim individuality with beautiful imagery, 
imagination and innovative narrative strategies to document realities. 
Her documentary film All That Perishes at the Edge of Land (2019) offers a 
highly sensory and moving new interpretation of shipbreaking at Gadani, 
Balochistan.  

Our 2019 awards committee chose to honour Hira “for her poetic and 
aesthetically captivating use of evocative imagery and sound to bring everyday 
situations alive with remarkable intensity” and “for witnessing the lives and telling 
the stories of people forgotten or made invisible in today’s societies”  

Since receiving the Award, All That Perishes at the Edge of Land has been 
shown in galleries and festivals around the world, including as part of the 
Prince Claus Fund 25th Anniversary online festival. She is currently a resident 
at the Jan van Eyck Academie in Maastricht. 

Because of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, no in-person awards 
ceremony took place in 2020, and Hira was not able to travel to the 
Netherlands to meet the Prince Claus Fund community in person. Hira was 
finally able to receive her Next Generation Award in person from Fariba 
Derakhshani in March 2022 in Amsterdam. 

Speaking with us for this report, she expressed her sadness that this moment 
of togetherness around the Prince Claus network had not been possible, 
saying “I felt the lack of a network. I mean, we were not able to meet and all of 
that didn’t happen. So I think some of that maybe happens organically, where 
when people are together, then they exchange, they find ways to continue that 
conversation moving forward.” She also teased the exciting new project she is 
working on, funded in part through the Next Generation Award.  

Hira Nabi finally receives her Next Generation Prince 
Claus Award which took so long due to the pandemic

Also due to the impact of covid-19, it has so far not been possible for a 
ceremony celebrating the award to take place at the Netherlands embassy 
in Pakistan. This has been a particular disappointment for Hira, as she 
had hoped that the ceremony and screening of her work might draw the 
attention of key political figures to the plight of the Gadani ship workers.  
It is hoped that this ceremony will still be possible in the future.
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Key Takeaways: Awards

• The three Next Generation Awards were received by three powerful 
young voices working in diverse disciplines and regions. 

• The awards spotlighted three young role models, all of whom happened 
to be women 

• Asked what the award had meant to them, all three laureates cited the 
artistic freedom and space for experimentation that the award, particularly 
in its financial aspects, had afforded them. 

Mónica Ojeda Franco receives her Award from HRH Prince Constantijn
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Still from Hira Nabi’s work All That Perishes at the Edge of Land (2019)
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Research

Rationale Original Targets Actual Results

To provide more insights into the societal 
impact of (support to) arts and culture 
independent academic research was 
supported in collaboration with Hivos and 
the European Cultural Foundation.

The research aimed to link practical 
field knowledge to the academic field to 
contribute to the overall knowledge base on 
Culture and Development. 

By 2020 the idea was to have

1 Academic publication collecting the 15 articles, plus 1 overarching 
analysis of the findings

1 Multimedia publication summarizing the results, intended as a 
knowledge and learning tool for artists and other relevant actors

1 Conference leading to more insight into the societal value and role 
of culture, especially in relation to young people.

The book Forces of Art, compiling the work of 15 researchers/ 
research groups was published and launched. 

The conference was transferred online and 1500 people joined 
the launch.

4 in depth workshops around the launch explored related 
subjects.

In a podcast episode four of the research teams were 
interviewed.

A follow-up programme was initiated to evaluate the Forces of 
Art initiative and to carry the learning from the project forward. 
A peer learning trajectory engaged international funders in arts 
and culture culminating into a final session for funders and a 
subsequent semipublic event that also includes researchers and 
cultural practitioners at documenta fifteen 2022.
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The dots on the map indicate where the projects are located that were researched for Forces of Art
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Forces of Art

The Forces of Art initiative, part of the Research component of the Next 
Generation programme, was set up to create more insight into a) the 
multitude of ways in which arts and culture transform people and societies, 
and b) how these transformative forces can be measured or revealed. It 
aimed to go beyond anecdotal evidence and support rigorous research 
in a range of academic disciplines, based on the concrete case studies of 
projects supported by the Prince Claus Fund and its collaborators, Hivos 
and the European Culture Foundation, over the previous ten years. Forces 
of Art examines the effects and affects of art and culture from multiple 
perspectives, within their specific contexts, to capture and showcase how 
socially engaged artistic practices can generate change. We wanted to push 
back on the instrumentalization of arts for purpose of supporting policy 
agendas of donors and states and show the diversity of the transformative 
power of arts and culture.

The process that became the Forces of Art began in 2018 with the 
establishing of a collaboration with Hivos and the European Culture 
Foundation. By collaborating with the two of our peer organisations in the 
Netherlands, we hoped to expand both the scale of the research project 
as well as the perspective of what was needed, and we were fortunate to 
find in Hivos and ECF two enthusiastic and dedicated partners. Together 
we formed a working group consisting of Mechtild van den Hombergh and 
Laura Alexander (PCF), Arthur Steiner and Myriam Vandenbrouke (Hivos) 
and Tsveta Andreeva (ECF), along with research coordinator Ilaria Manzini. 
Informed by the advice of a global academic advisory committee, this 
working group issued a semi-closed call through the networks of the three 
foundations in 2018. 

61 Expressions of Interest were received through this open call, of which 
15 research teams were chosen by the working group. The selected teams 
are based around the world in countries including South Africa, Indonesia, 
Colombia, Serbia and Singapore, bringing a truly global perspective to 
the initiative. We ensured that the selection contained a multitude of 
methodological approaches and represent a range of academic disciplines, 
including social sciences, cultural management and art history. 

Selected research teams were invited to choose one or more cases studies 
that would fit with their research methodologies from a list of options. To 
avoid unconsciously “cherry-picking” the most successful projects, the list 
was randomly generated and adjusted to be geographically representative 
by interns without knowledge of the projects and their outputs. In the end 
38 projects supported in the last decade by the Prince Claus Fund, Hivos, 
or the European Cultural Foundation were selected for study. 

The 15 selected research teams conducted their research over the course 
of 2019, while the working group selected an editorial team and publisher 
for the finished book. The editorial team eventually consisted of Jordi Baltà 
Portolés, Serubiri Moses and Nora N. Khan, led by Carin Kuoni.
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The finished book, Forces of Art: Perspectives from a Changing World, 
was published in November 2020. The design of book was created by 
Rotterdam-based designer Lu Liang, and was selected by a jury as one of 
the 33 Best Verzorgde Boeken of 2020. A Forces of Art website was also 
created.

The planned conference that was to accompany the launch of the book 
could not be organized due to the Covid-19 restrictions then in force, and 
was replaced by an online event with keynote by artist Heba Amin and 
contributions from a number of the book’s contributors. The event was 
broadcast over zoom as well as a live stream on the Prince Claus Fund’s 
facebook and youtube channels and was viewed by over 1500 people across 
these channels. 

This public event was accompanied by a series of four online workshops 
open to invited participants (researchers, artists and funders). 

The book launch was also publicized through a podcast episode in which 
four of the research teams were interviewed on their work.  

The Forces of Art publication

https://valiz.nl/en/publications/forces-of-art
https://debestverzorgdeboeken.nl/en/books/forces-of-art-carin-kuoni-et-al/
https://forces-of-art.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMIUoDzVbEc&t=1s
https://stancepodcast.com/episodes/stancetakesforcesofart
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Illustration by Menah Marleen Wellen made during the online book launch of Forces of Art
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Illustration by Menah Marleen Wellen made during the online book launch of Forces of Art
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Follow-up

In September 2021 a follow-up programme was initiated to evaluate 
the Forces of Art initiative and to carry the learning from the project 
forward. Myriam Vandenbroucke, formerly of Hivos and now working as an 
independent facilitator and impact evaluator, was commissioned to lead this 
process. 

Her evaluation sought to answer the question ‘What has Forces of Art 
activated?’ i.e., how the book and its insights were being used by various 
stakeholders a year after publication. To answer this question, she gathered 
the perspectives on the results and impact of Forces of Art from three 
key groups of stakeholders; 1) the three commissioning foundations, 2) 
the researchers who contributed chapters, and 3) the editors and advisory 
committee. 

The interviews Myriam conducted with representatives of the Prince Claus 
Fund, Hivos and ECF indicate that the collaboration was seen as positive 
and significant by all involved. The process of work on the book created 
opportunities to look at our own work from new angles, and built bridges 
between practice and academia that can strengthen our grant making in 
arts and culture. 

Looking back at the results of the research process, we have identified 
three key strands of thinking that run through the book and are particularly 
valuable for our thinking as we continue to improve and rethink our work. 
These can be summarised in the following overarching points and questions: 

Affective encounters as the key force of artistic work. Failure to properly 
account for this force leads to unfair dismissal of artistic practices. How 
can we get out of the pattern of focusing on effective changes and learn to 
centre the affective encounter in M&E practices?

Solidarity: resources are shared trustingly based on shared beliefs, goals 
and values between funder and funded. However, the structures of power 
complicate the goal of reaching this solidarity, especially when values are 
not clearly communicated. Can a form of solidarity be reached between 
funders and funded that circumvents (or even transforms) the aid model 
imposed by states?

To achieve the goals of affect-focussed practice and solidarity, 
decentralisation plays a crucial role. What is the relationship between 
physical decentralisation and decentralised, horizontal structures of power? 
Specifically, how to deal with language in our decentralization practices, 
both in terms of jargon and hegemonic world languages like English?
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Additional Impact

The book was presented by Hivos to its donor, the Swedish International 
Development Agency (SIDA) and the Swedish Art Council and was 
featured in the Solidarity playbook of the International Civil Society 
Centre. 

The evaluation also considered the impact of Forces of Art on the 
development of the Fund’s new strategy, with its focus on unrestricted 
funding and leaving room for experimentation. The ME&L practices 
being developed for the new strategy also build on various findings in 
the research such as for example the importance to limit the reporting 
burden for partners and the responsibility of funders to share the insights 
collected with the larger ecosystem to invest in learning. 

The evaluation found uses of chapters Forces of Art in university courses 
on topics such as urban youth culture in the MENA region, and Gender, 
Culture, Society, and as part of the Our Voices Our Futures project. The 
process of the call has also been used as an example in a UNESCO course 
on project management, as a call that clearly shows trust into applicants. 

“Forces of Art was decolonial, breaking hierarchies, 
institutions, theories. In all discussions no one asked ‘what 
does it mean or where is this?”
- Dr. Diana Kudaibergenova, Researcher
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Several researchers expressed that although the contact with the Forces 
of Art team has been strong, they had not been able to establish a bond 
with each other. One expressed that “we are represented, but not 
connected.” A year after the launch of the book, many of the researchers 
wanted to meet again to connect and conclude the research project in a 
more intimate, informal way; to (finally) get to know each other and to 
connect beyond the findings in the book.

We therefore held an online conference in November 2021. During this 
conference, we shared the three strands of insight we had identified in the 
book and discussed their resonances with the researchers. Relevant to the 
work of Prince Claus as a funder were the following topics of conversation:

• the importance of development of trust in research and M&E 

• the layers of language building on top of each other from artists,  
to organisation, to funder, to back donor; 

• ways of sharing risks between donor and grantee

• the power of silence

• vulnerability, embodiment, experience, and shared presence

• the fragility vs. resilience + impact of the sector, in relation to being 
asked to organize 

• the traces art and culture leave in academia and elsewhere, 

“Use funding situations as opportunities for honest 
encounters, for understanding, experiencing and searching for 
alternative ways to live and create, rather than developing or 
changing according to pre-set ideas, measures and standards. 
Because funding should be much more about changing 
oneself, than changing others.” 
- Višnja Kisić and Goran Tomka, Researchers

Miro Board of the Researchers conference

Researchers Conference 
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While conducting the evaluation and preparing the researchers meeting, 
the realization of the importance of translating the insights from the book 
to practice grew. As a result, we developed plans, together with Hivos, 
to disseminate the findings with other funders globally. We hoped that 
the insights of the book could stimulate reflection and learning among an 
informal community of funders in the field of arts and culture worldwide. 
In particular, we hoped that more in-depth conversation with international 
peers on the diverse range of research methodologies included in the 
book could inform the development of more expansive and inclusive 
methodologies of Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (ME&L). 

With this in mind we initiated a series of online learning sessions bringing 
together funders around the world. The participating foundations in this 
journey have been: artlink; African Culture Fund; Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation; Animating Democracy; Arab Foundation for Arts and Culture; 
Asia Europe Foundation; DOEN Foundation / Arts Collaboratory; 
European Cultural Foundation; Ford Foundation; Grantmakers in the Arts; 
HEVA Fund; Iberescana; MacArthur Foundation; Moleskine Foundation; 
Open Society Foundations; Pro Helvetia; Sigrid Rausing Trust.

The first session was held in February 2022, followed by sessions in April 
and May. In these sessions we have explored the common challenges that 
we face as funders and collectively imagined possible solutions, and shared 
best practices for protocols of grant making and ME&L. 

This learning journey culminated in a concluding in-person event held 
in Kassel on the 23rd of June, during the Documenta exhibition, as well as 
a semi-public event where researchers and artists rejoined the conversation 
to explore new models of funding based on care taking.

Learning journey with other funders from around 
the globe 
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Magazine – Something will be changed

To mark the rounding off of the Next Generation programme in 2021, we 
decided to create a publication to celebrate and showcase some of the 
outputs of the programme. The name of the magazine, Something will be 
Changed, was inspired by the words of one of our 2019 project partners. 
In the short video accompanying their final report, the team behind the 
Librería Mutante in Medellín, Colombia mused that “Maybe our small 
gestures will not change the world, but something will be changed.” This 
thought, for us, reflected the open ended and hopeful interventions made 
by young artists through all aspects of the programme. 

The resulting magazine presents words and images drawn from the 
NextGen partners, Project partners, Exchanges partners and Next 
Generation laureates, giving a flavour of the rich diversity of work that 
was created through the programme. We asked representatives of our 
13 NextGen partner organisations to take turns interviewing each other, 
talking together about their work, dreams and experiences over the 
course of the programme. 

To present the voices of the project partners, we excerpted from their 
final reports some inspiring answers to the questions “What inspired or 
moved you the most in the outcomes of the project?” and “If a fellow 
cultural worker was to undertake a similar project, what advice would 
you give them?” In this way the magazine centred the achievements and 
learnings of our project partners.  

The magazine also featured original interviews with three of our Exchanges 
partners through the programme and reproduced the laudations of the 
three Next Generation laureates. 

The paper magazine, also beautifully arranged and printed by Lu Liang, was 
shared with all of our partners through the programme, and a pdf can also 
be accessed online.

The cover of the Magazine Something will be changed

https://princeclausfund.org/next-generation-closing-magazine
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Key Takeaways: Research

• Fifteen international research teams contributed original research in a 
range of academic disciplines illuminating ways that art and culture shape 
societies worldwide.

• The resulting book, Forces of Art: Perspectives from a Changing World, 
was published by Valiz in late 2020.

• Reflection on the book’s conclusions led to a learning journey together 
with other funders in the field of arts and culture.

• Closing magazine was produced, celebrating the achievements and voices 
of people supported through the programme.
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The Lmzun project by Fisahara focused on film making with youth in the Sahrawi context

"As we observed how young people 
debated and interacted without feeling 
judged, and discussed issues that 
they had never been able to address, 
we realized Lmzun's potential for 
meaningful change, and became aware 
of our own responsibility to our peers" 
- Brahim Chagaf, who participated in the Lmzun project
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Beyond the impact created by the programme through the support for 
partners, the Next Generation has had a profound influence on the Prince 
Claus Fund as an institution. The years since the beginning of the Next 
Generation programme have been a period of change for us, with a major 
shift in our strategy as well as a new director, and the learnings of the 
programme have been a major influence on the Fund as we continue to 
develop as an organisation.

The outcomes and process of the Forces of Art research has led to 
valuable reflection on impact and our role as a funder. We have been 
having insightful conversations with our partners and peers in the follow up 
learning journey of Forces of Art in which we question certain frameworks, 
improve policies and share best practices. 

A best practice was working with locally embedded organisations, 
collectives and individuals often driven by similar values which has enabled 
the programme to have such a positive impact on communities across 
the globe. This once more underlines the importance of making the right 
choices when selecting partners, following a decision-making process that is 
informed and largely driven by people in the local context who can confirm 
longer term dedication to these contexts.

The development of the Public Programme into Exchanges showed 
us a new way to see the connections between the challenges affecting 
young people around the world. By connecting people and following 
the developments of those conversations, we were able to draw out 
commonalities that emerged organically, instead of deciding them from the 
top down. This process requires carefully listening to partners, dedicating 
time to build trust and then follow what emerges. This paradigm shift 
towards prioritising partners and doing what we can do to increase their 

Prince Claus Fund and the Next Generation Programme

impact, and the creation of the Exchanges Programme is one of the most 
significant legacies of the Next Generation Programme for the Fund.

The other main legacy for the programme is the changed role of youth at 
the Fund, both as partners and as staff members. The new strategic choices 
of the Prince Claus Fund, in effect since 2021, centre young and emerging 
artists through the Seed Awards. This growing focus on empowering young 
artists through grants and awards was also mirrored within the team, as the 
younger team members who had been brought on board to work on the 
Next Generation programme, following the Nothing about us, without us 
principle, were given the tools and support they needed to grow and thrive. 
Since the shift to the Prince Claus Fund’s new strategy, these younger team 
members have moved into key roles within the new team structure, while 
other young team members have also joined. 
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Of course, we also learned from what could have been improved. A main 
lesson learned throughout the programme is that good practice takes 
people who work according to specific values, and it takes time. It became 
clear during the programme that the human resources needed to roll out a 
programme on this scale had been underestimated. The lack of a dedicated 
staff member or full-time programme head who could devote themselves 
to the programme meant that the ultimate impact of some aspects of the 
programme fell short of what it could have been. We notice that a similar 
underestimation took place when it came to evaluating our partners’ 
capacity, for example when allocating funding for the extra projects.

Dedicated people run the risk of overburdening themselves, and we have 
seen colleagues and partners struggle with self-care when burdened by 
structural overwork. There is a need to be realistic about capacity – both 
our own and that of our partners. Organisational staff and support are vital 
when planning work and should not be underestimated out of budgetary 
concerns. While we are happy with the impact of the programme, it is 
a lesson for us to consider staff time and capacity more carefully when 
planning new initiatives. We hope to also implement this lesson with 
partners, urging them to make the fees included in their budgets realistic 
and decent. 

Lessons

With greater team capacity, we would also have been able to do more to 
facilitate structural connection between all partners (from the partners 
of the open calls to the researchers) in addition to bringing together the 
NextGen Partners and others through Exchanges. And in that process, we 
should create more space for learning to come from within the network, 
for instance through the curated interventions Lina Atallah suggested in 
her reflection. The Prince Claus Fund will need to expand its Exchanges 
programme to do more to invest in these connections in future. As a first 
step a digital platform is currently in the making to ultimately connect all 
our new awardees.
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Akudaaya, performance art by Yusuf Durodola with participants of Communal Re-Imagination,  
an Alternative Art School programme in the Iwaya Community of Lagos, Nigeria
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Conclusion

Revisiting the goals defined at the start of the programme – of contributing 
to;

1. Societies inclusive of all, irrespective of age and gender (Opportunities 
for all); 

and 

2. Diverse and socially sustainable societies that are inclusive of all as a 
socially grounded strategy to counter violent extremism (Peaceful youth: 
open and committed to diverse, socially sustainable societies) 

We are happy with what we have accomplished through the programme. 
Although our learnings through the programme have allowed us to see 
these goals with more nuance than when they were first formulated, the 
impact for our partners has in many cases been transformative. Support 
through the programme has enabled our partners to reach and support 
young cultural practitioners and create safe spaces for and work with young 
communities in their contexts.

In this report we have barely been able to scratch the surface of the 
depth and breadth of the artistic work, the meaningful encounters and 
development that we have seen through the Next Generation programme 
since 2018. Projects, partners, and laureates across at least 49 countries 
across the world have produced work in almost as many disciplines – from 
classical, traditional and experimental dance, self-publishing graphic novels, 
and public street theatre to an online music festival, podcast production, 
exhibitions in small youth-run spaces and youth-led programmes within 
larger cultural events.

The huge and diverse range of outputs produced through the programme 
make estimating its full reach close to impossible – however when 
considering the million or so (young) people reached through the Open 
Call projects alone in addition to the outputs of the NextGen partners, 
Exchanges, and our three Next Generation laureates, we are confident 
assuming a total reach of at least two million people across the whole 
programme.   

In all programme elements we see a high level of gender and youth 
inclusivity. Having three exceptional young women as our Next Generation 
laureates was not a planned goal of the awards but emerged from incredible 
work of the laureates. The high representation of women and non-binary 
people in leadership roles in the projects funded through the Open Calls, 
and in the NextGen partnerships, was transformative and inspiring. 

Grantees, NextGen partners and Laureates have told us in many ways how 
the support through the Next Generation programme has been vital for 
them to do their work, to feel a sense of belonging, to feel encouraged and 
connected in challenging times. The support given through the programme 
helped organisations and individuals grow and consolidate their work, 
to reach new audiences and to experiment in their creative practices. 
They have also provided both positive feedback about the ways in which 
the Prince Claus Fund has collaborated with them as well as valuable 
suggestions to improve. 
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Many people and projects sparked societal transformation in different ways 
and the programme illustrated the huge potential for culture to contribute 
to more inclusive and peaceful societies. 

We are convinced that with longer term support the impact could be even 
more substantial - change takes time. Avni Sethi of Conflictorium in her 
reflection written for this evaluation stresses the importance of culture 
in processes of justice and repair, and its role “to demonstrate within a 
ruptured society, how to regrow, to nurture, to trust and build friendships 
again, to be kind, to be present, each a crucial element of holding our 
humanity”.  

The Prince Claus Fund has a unique position and an important role to play 
in building the infrastructure of more sustainable cultural ecosystems of 
care that can boost the potential of international solidarity and arts and 
culture to create more inclusive peaceful societies to a maximum. 

Avni reminds us why that infrastructural thinking is needed;  
“For the work of culture to succeed, it needs support that is not embed 
in measures of impact or data constructed by numbers but the kind of 
support that allows for cultural infrastructures to grow with self belief, the 
affordances to fail and to recalibrate. It is precisely this support that was 
offered within the Nextgen programme that allowed all its participants to 
be generous, to share freely and deeply.”  

The Cuerpo Politicó program in Paraguay enabled participants to collectively learn, reflect, and 
create around the concepts of corporeity and artistic performance as agents of social and political 
change highlighting diversity as an essential quality in the development of society
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